NATURAL SOURCING
HARNESSES 100% CLEAN
ENERGY TO POWER ITS 30,000
SQUARE FOOT CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS

Oxford, CT (May 21, 2015) - Natural Sourcing, LLC today announced that it is running on 100% renewable, pollution-free electricity through a partnership with national Clean Energy provider, Arcadia Power.

“Ensuring that our business practices maintain a positive impact on our community and environment has been at the heart of our business model since our inception,” said Kibby Mitra, CEO, Natural Sourcing. “By partnering with Arcadia Power to help eliminate our carbon footprint, we saw an opportunity to make a difference and lead by example.”

INTERNAL STANDARDS AND COMMITMENT

Natural Sourcing’s Green Energy partnership with Arcadia Power is one of several initiatives that Natural Sourcing has implemented over the past several years as a part of its Sustainability Commitment and Platform:

- Harnessing 100% clean energy to power its 30,000 square foot corporate headquarters.
- Using eco-friendly LED lights to illuminate all indoor and exterior areas of our facility.
- Donating excess oils for use in biodiesel applications.
- Sponsoring a recycling program.
- Utilizing UPS Carbon Neutral for all UPS shipments.

ABOUT ARCADIA POWER

Arcadia Power is the first nationwide Clean Energy option. By partnering with wind and solar projects, Arcadia Power provides homes and businesses with 100% pollution-free energy via local utilities. Natural Sourcing and other partnering businesses support their values through their monthly energy bills, decreasing demand for fossil fuels and helping to grow American green jobs and power. Arcadia Power partners with sustainability-minded companies and organizations to combat climate change and secure a better future for our planet. For more information, visit www.arcadiapower.com.

“Since its inception in 1997, the company has made the implementation of rigorous environmentally-friendly corporate standards a top priority,” said Mitra. “To that end, Natural Sourcing is also a member of the Organic Trade Association and has obtained its organic certification through CCOF.”

ABOUT FROM NATURE WITH LOVE

From Nature With Love (FNWL) is a trademarked wholesale brand of Natural Sourcing, LLC.

Under its From Nature With Love brand, Natural Sourcing supplies a vast range of premium quality wholesale organic, natural and essential personal care ingredients, packaging, natural bath accessories, equipment and how-to books.

The From Nature With Love product line features over 1,500 products. Its line of specialty ingredients include vegetable oils, essential oils, CO2 extracts, vegetable butters, herbs, hydrosols, grain products, milk powders, colorants, salts, sugars, preservatives and other complementary ingredients.

FNWL provides support to product manufacturers and personal care artisans through its extensive resources and online tools.

Natural Sourcing is a member of the Organic Trade Association and has its organic certification through CCOF. Natural Sourcing is dedicated towards becoming an increasingly strong presence in the growing awareness of the importance and benefits of organic skin care.

Natural Sourcing operates a 30,000 square foot facility in Oxford, Connecticut.

Customers and interested parties can learn more about From Nature With Love and Natural Sourcing by visiting its Web site or by calling its Customer Care department.